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canadian yearly meeting. it is published ... the secret in the stlalakum wild: Ã¢Â€Âœmoran could merely show
the nugget... machinery would move in. fragile flowers would be trampled in the rush to the river. slag heaps
would pile up, grey and ugly. special collections -- occasional paper no. 1 - special collections -- occasional
paper no. 1 authors. beginning with the papers of hugh maclennan, acquired in 1973, the collection has grown to
include mordecai richler, brian moore, christie harris, w.o. mitchell, james gray, grant macewan, cliff faulknor,
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1941-1952floris clark mclaren contemporary verse (quarterly) poetry ... 1972 christie harris secret in the stlalakum
wild children's 1972 heather spears from the inside poetry 1972 marie-claire blais le loup / the wolf (trans. 1974)
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